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Abstract. Function approximators are often used in reinforcement
learning tasks with large or continuous state spaces. Artiﬁcial neural networks, among them recurrent neural networks are popular function approximators, especially in tasks where some kind of of memory is needed,
like in real-world partially observable scenarios. However, convergence
guarantees for such methods are rarely available. Here, we propose a
method using a class of novel RNNs, the echo state networks. Proof of
convergence to a bounded region is provided for k-order Markov decision
processes. Runs on POMDPs were performed to test and illustrate the
working of the architecture.

1

Introduction

Reinforcement learning (RL) has become a popular method for training computer agents how to behave in complex scenarios, based on rewards and penalties
received from the environment. As opposed to supervised learning, no explicit
training examples are needed, instead, the agent is let to explore its environment. The trainer only needs to provide feedback on whether the actions had a
positive or negative outcome in the form of possibly delayed rewards.
Traditional RL frameworks focus on Markov decision problems (MDPs) [1];
here, the state representation that forms the basis of an agent’s decisions has
the Markov property. The Markov property means that state signals retain all
information relevant for decision making. An ideal state signal would summarize
the past sensations compactly and yet, it would keep all relevant information.
Most learning methods in MDPs are concerned with learning a mapping from
state-action pairs to values [1], which reﬂect the expected long term reward
gained by choosing speciﬁc actions. In case of large state spaces that are intractable for tabular methods, function approximators are used to maintain the
value mapping. Artiﬁcial neural networks are popular function approximators,
and recurrent neural networks are spreading to be used in tasks which require
memory, since they naturally retain information about previous states. However,
proofs of convergence are only available in some special cases, like linear function
approximators. Gordon’s results about linear function approximators [2] ensure
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convergence to a bounded region when the Sarsa(λ) method is used. As far as
we know, no positive result about ANNs have been reported so far.
In this paper, we propose a novel method utilizing echo state networks (ESN)
[3] as function approximators in reinforcement learning. ESNs are novel kind of
recurrent neural networks proposed by Jaeger. These networks were found to be
particularly well suited for learning and predicting time series [4]. This way, ESNs
are promising candidates for partially observable problems where information
about the past may improve performance (e.g. k-order Markov processes).
An important aspect of these networks compared to other RNNs is that they
are relatively easy to train. ESNs have random recurrent connections, and only
feedforward output connections are trained in a supervised, least squares manner.
Since ESNs are eﬀectively linear function approximators acting on the internal
state representation built from the previous observations, Gordon’s results about
linear function approximators [2] can be transferred to the ESN architecture.
Building on this, we provide proof of convergence to a bounded region for ESN
training in the case of k-order Markov decision processes. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the ﬁrst positive result about the convergence of artiﬁcial
neural networks used for value prediction in reinforcement learning tasks.

2

Related Work

Artiﬁcial neural networks have widely been used as function approximators in
RL for maintaining the value function of an agent [5, 6]. On the contrary, only
limited work has already been done using recurrent neural networks, probably
because of diﬃculties in training such networks. RNNs have the ability to retain
state over time, because of their recurrent connections, and they are promising
candidates for compactly storing moments of series of observations.
One of the ﬁrst results with RNNs used for RL was achieved with Elmanstyle recurrent networks [7]. An Elman network [8] diﬀers from a multi-layer
feedforward neural network in that it has context units, which hold copies of the
hidden unit activations of the previous time step. Because the hidden unit activations are partly determined by the context unit activations, the context units
can, in principle, retain information from many time steps ago. Elman networks
have also been used for RL-like tasks by Glickman et. al. [9]. They utilized an
evolutionary algorithm to train the connection weights of the networks.
Perhaps the most similar work to ours is the work of Bakker [10, 11], who used
two types of RNNs for RL tasks that require memory, focusing on tasks that are
not fully observable, and investigated tasks with long term dependencies between
events. He emphasizes the diﬃculty in discovering the correlation between a piece
of information and the moment at which that information becomes relevant. As
a solution, he introduced long short-term memory networks [10].
Various other recurrent neural network approaches have also been proposed.
The interested reader is referred to a detailed review of Schmidhuber [12], whose
work in the ﬁeld precedes Bakker’s work considerably. However, it must be noted,
that none of these works provide convergence guarantees.
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Short Introduction to ESNs

Recurrent neural networks are eﬃcient black-box models of nonlinear systems.
Their feedback connections are able to maintain an ongoing activation even in
the absence of inputs. In principle, general RNNs can learn to mimic a target
system with arbitrary accuracy. However, training methods available for RNNs
(back-propagation through time, real-time recurrent learning, extended Kalmanﬁltering, etc., [3]) have not been widely employed in technical applications because of their slow convergence.
In the ESN approach, a larger-than-normal layer of neurons is used with
random recurrent connections. They are not modiﬁed during training, they serve
as a dynamic ‘reservoir’. The network has an output layer, and may also have
an input layer. Input-to-hidden layer connections are randomly generated and
are not modiﬁed during training. The hidden-to-output connections are trained
and training becomes a simple linear regression task. Upon tuning, the output
weights minimize the squared error on the training sequence.
The idea behind the ESN approach is that the activations in the hidden layer
will mimic systematic variations of the teacher sequence: traces of the hidden
layer activations echo spatial and temporal combinations of the previous inputs.
It is important that the ‘echo’ signals be richly varied. This is ensured by a
sparse connectivity in the hidden layer, the reservoir. For more details, see [3].

4

Reinforcement Learning with ESNs

A large family of RL algorithms uses value function estimation: they estimate
how good it is for the agent to perform a given action in a given state. The
notion of ‘how good’ is deﬁned in terms of expected cumulated future rewards.
Value functions are deﬁned with respect to particular policies. The value of
taking action a ∈ A in state s ∈ S under policy π = π(s, a) is the expected
return starting from s, taking action a, and thereafter following policy π and it
is denoted by Qπ (s, a):
Qπ (s, a) = Eπ {Rt |st = s, at = a},

(1)

where policy π(s, a) is a probability distribution function π : S × A → R that
determines the probability of 
each action in each state, rt is the immediate reward
∞
received in time step t, Rt = k=0 γ k rt+k+1 is the cumulated discounted reward
received after time step t, and γ is the discount factor.
Agents can either use value tables, or parameterized function approximators
to maintain the value function. A popular update method in RL is the so called
SARSA update [1], in which the value function is updated by bootstrapping,
using the immediate reward and our estimate for the next step:
Q(st , at ) ← (1 − α)Q(st , at ) + α[rt+1 + γQ(st+1 , at+1 )],

(2)

The temporally extended version of the update is the SARSA(λ) update,
which virtually looks ahead more than one steps to incorporate future rewards
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discounted by λ into the immediate reward. For λ = 0, it yields the SARSA
update, whereas for λ = 1, it yields the Monte Carlo update, which takes a
whole episode into account. For details, see [1]. Equations for training linear
function approximators of the form V̂t (s) = θt T φs by gradient descent are also
available:
θt+1 ← θt + αt (qt − Qt (st , at ))φst ,
(3)
where θt is the weight vector to be tuned, αt is a learning rate, qt is the tth
training example, Qt (st , at ) is our estimated value as a function of θt and φst
is the vector of features corresponding to state st .
ESNs can be viewed as linear function approximators acting on an internal
state developed from a series of previous inputs, thus incorporating the past into
the state representation. The observation at time step t alone is not suﬃcient
to choose an optimal action, but the internal representation should be more
adequate since it is more likely to have the Markov property.
For a formal description, let xt be the input to the ESN, and let ut be the
internal representation of the network at time step t. Let G be the input weight
matrix, and F be the recurrent matrix of the ESN, which are deﬁned to be
random sparse matrices with a spectral radius less than one [3]. Then the internal
state is calculated by the following equation:
ut = σ(F ut−1 + Gxt ),

(4)

where σ is some nonlinearity, usually the tanh function. Suppose we have k
actions a1 , ..., ak to choose from. Then the network will have k outputs, one
corresponding to each of the actions. We want to train an output matrix H, so
that the ith output yields the Q value of the ith action in state u:
Q(u, Ai ) = Hi u

(5)

where Hi denotes the ith row of H. To achieve this, from (3) we can derive the
following update rule:
Hit+1 ← Hit + αt (training_valuet − esn_outputti )ut .

5

(6)

Theoretical Results

Although proofs of convergence are available for many tabular RL algorithms,
the case of function approximators seems to be somewhat more problematic.
Even in the simplest linear function approximator case, learning may diverge
[13]. The use of neural networks seems even more diﬃcult.
There is a positive result about linear function approximators: the TD(λ)
method can be used in a convergent manner to evaluate a ﬁxed strategy. If the
strategy is adapted (instead of evaluating a ﬁxed strategy), then care must be
taken, because even Q-learning, the simplest extension of the TD method, may
diverge [14]. On the other hand, Gordon had shown [15] that using the SARSA
algorithm, the value function converges to a bounded region. At the same time,
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Fig. 1. Value learning with ESN. G is the input matrix, F is the matrix of recurrent
weights, which are random sparse matrices. The output matrix H is tuned by the least
square method to yield the Q-values.

he showed [2], that using a linear function approximator with SARSA, the value
function may oscillate, and also gave a suﬃcient condition for the algorithm to
converge.
Building on these results, we show that using an ESN as a nonlinear function
approximator with the SARSA(λ) algorithm, the value function also converges
to a bounded region, if the task to learn is an MDP. What is more, we also show
that this result holds for k-order MDPs, too. This extension is made available
by the memory present in the ESN representation. As far as we know, this is the
ﬁrst such result for (recurrent) neural networks.
Theorem 1 (Gordon). Assume that a finite MDP is given and SARSA(λ)
learning is being used with a linear function approximator.
If the
rates

learning
∞
2
α
=
∞,
α
<
∞),
satisfy the Robbins-Monro conditions (αt > 0, ∞
t
t=0
t=0 t
then the weight vector sequence generated by the algorithm converges to some
bounded region R with probability 1.
We note that the proof for ﬁnite MDPs can trivially be extended for continuous
state space. Now, let us consider what the ESN-SARSA algorithm does: (1) the
observations xt are nonlinearly mapped to the continuous internal representation
ut , (2) on this representation a linear function approximator is trained using the
SARSA method. This means that if the process ut has the Markov property,
Gordon’s theorem can be applied.
Let us suppose that the input vectors xt only contain ±1 entries.
Definition 2 (k-step unambiguous ESN). Given is an ESN with initial state
u0 . Let us suppose, that the input sequence x0 , . . . , xt results in an internal state
u, and the input sequence x0 , . . . , xt results in an internal state u . We say,
that the ESN is k-step unambiguous, if u = u implies that xt−i = xt −i for all
i = 0 . . . k − 1.
Definition 3 (unambiguous input matrix). The matrix G of size n × m is
said to be an unambiguous input matrix, if for any nonzero vector z ∈ Rm such
that zi ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (i ∈ {1, . . . , m}), Gz is also nonzero.
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Lemma 4. Let G be a matrix of size n × m (n > m), whose entries are uniform
random values from the set {−C, 0, C}. The probability that G is an unambiguous
input matrix, is at least 1 − (1/3)n−m .
Proof. Let z be a ﬁxed vector with entries 0 or ±1, and let us suppose that its
ﬁrst entry is nonzero. Let the ith row of G be denoted by Gi . The ﬁrst entry
of the row can have three possible values (0 or ±C), from which at most one
makes Gi z = 0. This means that at most one third of the row’s possible settings
make Gi z = 0. Having n rows, the probability that for all i, Gi z = 0 is at
most (1/3)n . Finally z can take 3m − 1 diﬀerent values, thus the probability that
for any of these values, Gz = 0 for a randomly selected matrix G, is at most
(1/3)n · (3m − 1) < (1/3)n−m .
The following lemma states that if the input weights are signiﬁcantly greater
than the recurrent weights, then the x → u mapping is unambiguous.
Lemma 5. Let the entries of the G matrix
√ of the ESN be randomly chosen
uniformly from the set {0, ±C}, where C > n. Let the recurrent matrix F be a
sparse random matrix with F  < 1. Then the ESN is 1-step unambiguous with
probability 1 − (1/3)n−m .
Proof. The input matrix is unambiguous with probability 1 − (1/3)n−m , so let
us suppose for now that G is unambiguous. Indirectly, let us suppose that there
exists two input series whose last elements are diﬀerent, but they transfer the
ESN to the same internal state. This boils down to the existence of such x1 = x2
and u1 , u2 that
ut = σ(F u1 + Gx1 ) = σ(F u2 + Gx2 ).
Then
F (u1 − u2 ) = G(x2 − x1 ),
and by denoting z = (x2 − x1 )/2
F

u1 − u2
= Gz.
2

G is an unambiguous input matrix, thus at least one component of Gz is nonzero.
However, the nonzero terms of Gz have the form (±C) · (±1), so Gz ≥ C. On
the other hand, the entries of ui are real values between −1 and 1, thus

 u1 − u2 

√
F
 ≤ F  u1 − u2  < 1 · n,
2
2
which is a contradiction.
Lemma 6. If the ESN is 1-step unambiguous, then it is k-step unambiguous for
all k ≥ 1.
Proof. We proceed by induction on k: for k = 1 the lemma holds, and by supposing that it holds for all n < k, we show that it also holds for k + 1. For
j = 0, 1, . . . , t, let
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ut−j = σ(F ut−j−1 + Gxt−j ),
and similarly, for j = 0, 1, . . . , t , let
ut −j = σ(F ut −j−1 + Gxt −j ),
and let us suppose that ut = ut . Since the ESN is 1-step unambiguous, then
xt = xt , and this implies ut−1 = ut −1 . Using our supposition that the ESN is
k-step unambiguous, it must hold for the previous k observations that xt−1 =
xt −1 , . . . , xt−k = xt −k , which means that the ESN is k + 1-step unambiguous.
Definition 7 (induced ESN decision process). Given is the following decision process, denoted by M : X is the finite state space, A is the finite action
space, (X×A)∗ denotes the space of series made of elements of X×A, R : X → R
is the reward function, P : (X × A)∗ × X → [0, 1] is the transition probability
function, that gives the probabilities of the next states based on the trajectory of
states travelled and actions applied so far. The ESN-decision process induced by
the decision process M is the following: U = Rn ∪ Z is the state space, where
Z is an abstract terminal state, A is the action space; and P  : U × U → [0, 1],
R : U → R. P  and R are defined as follows: for any u ∈ Rn let us observe the
sequence set
S(u) = {s = (x0 , a0 , x1 , . . . , at−1 , xt , at ) | ESN input s results in internal state u}.
The following three cases must be treated separately:
– S(u) = ∅: then let P  (Z|u, a) := 1, P  (v|u, a) := 0 and R (u) := 0 for all a
and v = Z.
– for all s ∈ S(u) the probabilities P (.|s) are all the same. Then

P (x|s), if ∃x : v = σ(F u + Gx)
P  (v|u, at ) :=
0,
otherwise.
– if the value of P is ambiguous on the elements of S(u), then let P  (Z|u, a) :=
1, P  (v|u, a) := 0 and R (u) := 0 for all a and v = Z.
If the last case does not occur for any u ∈ Rn , then the induced decision
process is said to be well deﬁned.
The previous lemmas imply our main theorem:
Theorem 8. Given is a k-step unambiguous ESN, and given is an
M := (X, A, P, R, x0 ) k-order MDP, then the decision process induced by the
ESN is well defined, furthermore, the decision process is an MDP, on which the
value function sequence generated by the ESN-SARSA algorithm converges to a
bounded region.
Note: The theorem gives the important result that the ESN-SARSA algorithm
is convergent to a region (that is, the algorithm cannot diverge) for any k. This is
because it only states that the algorithm is convergent, it does not tell anything
about the speed of convergence and how good the resulting value function will
be. As k is increased, the eﬀect of earlier steps decreases exponentially, which
means that the temporal resolution of the function approximator about the far
past will become poorer.
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Test Runs

There are several benchmark tasks to test RL algorithms for partially observed
environments. These tasks typically require some amount of memory. We have
tested the ESN-RL architecture on some of these tasks. In these tests, the ESN
was always trained ‘on-line’.
The ﬁrst problem was described by Littman et al. [16]. You stand in front of
two doors: behind one door is a tiger and behind the other is a vast reward. You
may open either door, receiving a large penalty if you chose the one with the
tiger and a large reward if you chose the other. You have the additional option
of simply listening. If the tiger is on the left, then with probability 1 ≥ p > 0.5
you will hear the tiger on your left and with probability (1 − p) you will hear it
on your right; symmetrically for the case in which the tiger is on your right. If
you listen, you will pay a small penalty. The problem is this: How long should
you stand and listen before you choose a door?
By varying the value of p the diﬃculty of the task varies; as p decreases,
the task gets more diﬃcult, more listening is needed to safely determine the
position of the tiger (note, that at p = 0.5, one can not do better than to guess
randomly). Figure 2 shows our results on the tiger problem. It can be seen, that
as p increases, the ESN learns that less listening is needed, and its performance
also increases up to 1, when the task becomes deterministic. In this case, the
ESN learns to answer after 1 round of listening. The number of listenings learned
by the ESN is similar to the results in [16]. At p = 0.85, their system learned
to listen until it hears two more roars from one side then the other. This is
comparable to the ESN’s result of listening 2.37 times on average.
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Fig. 2. Results on the tiger problem. Left: performance, right: number of listenings
needed to safely open the right door. Results are averages of 100 runs

The second problem was a simple 4x3 maze example proposed by Russell
and Norvig [17]. The maze has an obstacle in the middle, and has two special
states, one which gives a reward of +1, one which gives a penalty of -1. The
actions, N, S, E, W, have the expected result 80% of the time, and transition in a
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direction perpendicular to the intended with a 10% probability for each direction.
Observation is limited to two wall detectors that can detect when a wall is to the
left or right. The task is to ﬁnd the +1 state repeatedly and avoid the -1 state,
starting from a random position. As Figure 3 shows, the ESN was also able to
learn this navigation problem. It must be noted that adding the agent’s own
previous action to the observations in the next time step increased the stability
of the ESN, which might be because of the heavy partially observable nature of
the task, probably being compensated by considering the previous moves.
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Fig. 3. An example run on the 4x3 maze problem. The performance goes up to
90 percent, and the average number of steps of the agent is around 5: the agent has
learned the routes to the goal

We also tested the architecture on a T-maze problem well suited to test the
state retaining properties in memory required tasks [10]. At the beginning of a
T-shaped maze, the agent is shown a sign indicating whether it should to turn
left or right at the end. By varying the length of the T-shape, an algorithm
can be tested how long it is able to retain previous observations. Whether the
ESN approach was able to learn the task seemed to depend on the randomly
generated G and F matrices. With proper matrices, the agent easily learned the
task. The matrices are thought to be proper, if due to the random connections,
the activation resulting from observing the sign is maintained long enough to
eﬀect the decision at the end. The larger the k in the Markov process, the less
probable that the random matrices will be proper. For k < 10, almost 100% of
the matrices were proper; training was always successful. As k was increased,
this percentage slowly fell, and reached 0 at k = 25, being around 50% at k = 20.

7

Conclusions

An echo state network approach for maintaining the value function of an agent
in reinforcement learning tasks was proposed. In principle, the ESN is able to
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compactly summarize recent observations in an internal state, upon which the
networks output weights can be trained to act as a linear function approximator.
Theoretical results ensure convergence to a bounded region when the task is a
k-order MDP. Tests of the architecture on artiﬁcial problems predict that the
ESN approach may be a simple method for partially observable MDP tasks.
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